Mary Jane Eisenberg
Bend, OR
Certified Practitioner of The McKay Method®
School of Energy Healing
Contact Mary Jane by phone or email:
415-572-1741 or maryjanee112@yahoo.com
Energy-healing sessions are one hour
(Initial session is 1½ hours)
Sessions are in-person or by phone
$55.00 per session ($135 for three sessions)
McKay Method® student rates available
My Energy Healing Work
I work with the physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual patterns of the body, creating
balance and harmony for the entire person. When all systems are in balance they
become a unified healthy being. Energy work helps one to regain their natural joyful
nature. I am grateful and excited to be a part of this process.
Most of my life revolved around dance. I began studying ballet at a young age. Entering
the world of modern dance I was fortunate to find work in companies that extensively
toured the United States and Europe. Dancing and touring in my late teens and early
adult years taught me about myself. Not surprisingly, the most important lessons
combined the joy of dancing and the very real limits of my physical body.
After many years I developed severe lower back problems. Friends recommended
seeing a healer. Having no idea of what a “healer” was, but feeling intrigued and
needing relief from my injuries, I went to Rosalyn Bruyere’s Healing Light Center in Los
Angeles. I did find relief from a substantial injury and continued to perform and teach
for many more years. And, I became hooked on energy healing as a profound method
to address physical conditions as well as emotional, mental and spiritual challenges.
I feel fortunate to have been taught and mentored over many years by very gifted
energy healing teachers including Bear McKay, Rosalyn Bruyere, Billie Hammond (Rayla),
and Helen Rosenstock. In addition to energy healing, I studied EastWest Somatics with
Sondra Fraleigh, and continue to study and practice meditation, tai chi, chi gung, yoga,
and Pangu Shengong. Currently, I live, work, practice, and enjoy life in Bend, Oregon.

